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Laying out and Defining “A” and “B” Streets
A Streets
B StreetsThe illustration to the right emphasizes those streets (outlined 

in red) that are “A” Streets.  “B” Streets in the illustration are 
not highlighted with red.  These can be alleys, or any type of  
a utility street.  

In the two photos at the bottom of  the page, it is clear that 
two developers were involved. To the right, the developer 
privatized the neighborhood. Even though the developer was 
required to install sidewalks, the wall (“B” treatment) assures 
that no one will walk here.  In contrast, across the street, 
another developer “honored the street” by placing “eyes” to 
the street.  In this case the street is being treated as an “A” 
street.  Town codes must stress that if  people are to walk 
to destinations, a series of  “A” streets must be created, and 
developers cannot put back yards to these important streets.

Meanwhile, it is more complicated than that.  If  the city,  or 
state wants to use the collector as a higher speed conduit, 
void of  trees and other place, developers will find it hard to 
sell homes along the street.  The street is the core tool for 
creating successful neighborhoods, security and a desire to 
walk. 
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*

* *

Optimizing Your View, Increasing Social Interaction and Social Equity

When terminating views guide the human eye down 
a street, several important things happen. The iconic 
building, mountain or lake vista provides an attraction 
that draws the person toward the destination, just as an 
anchor store does in a mall.  The terminal point also 
reduces the tendency to speed, since motorists realize 
their journey will be interrupted. The terminating vista 
also acts as a navigational aid.  

To maximize the value of  land, the destination property 
(park, lake, plaza) should have a well designed, quiet and 
attractive street running parallel to it. The more sides 
that have access, the more valuable the land becomes. 
Other streets need to lead up to this perimeter street 
and connect with it.  In some cases, a well designed trail 
acts as the “street” enabling people to walk or bicycle 
comfortably along the water’s edge.  In no case should 
a stream, river, lake, park or even school yard feel 
privatized through absence of  access. 

 
Connected, provides the highest access, social exchange, 
lowest crime and greatest value 

Disconnected, privatizes park, decreases walking, 
and increases potential for property and personal 
crime
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Privatized -- Wrong Way.  The above layout of streets 
privatizes the lake. Although homes along the shoreline 
may hold a 10% higher sale and resale value, the amenity, 
which should belong to the entire community, is now 
inaccessible to others. Even if a small beach front is 
accessible at some point, the overall value of homes going 
2 to 10 blocks deep are devalued.  The developer makes 
less money on total property values, and the community 
suffers from reduced social interaction. 

Public Access -- Right Way.  This alternative design 
maximizes access to the neighborhood feature (lake, 
park, school).  As access is increased, the number of 
walking and bicycling trips increase, there is less need 
for expensive and environmentally damaging parking 
lots, and the development community makes a greater 
return on investment.  In the scene to the left, the project 
may not “pencil out” once all associated utilities, street 
and other costs are worked out.  With higher values, the 
project is more likely to be viable.

Right Way.  This design maximizes connectivity and 
access to the park, square or plaza.  By placing more 
activity along the park (walking, bicycling and driving) 
the park becomes more interactive and better used.  
Ideally, all streets surrounding the park will have either 
parallel or angled parking, thus minimizing the amount 
of park land that must be devoted to parking.  This also 
lightens the environmental damage, since on-street 
parking takes up only 1/3rd the amount of space as off-
street parking. 

Wrong Way.    Streets do not connect on the left 
hand side. The above layout of streets breaks street 
connectivity and privatizes the park. This reduces access 
to the park. In a small park, this gives the park user 
the feeling that they are in someone’s yard. Since the 
property often has its back to the park, it reduces the 
“eyes” on the park and creates an increasing risk that 
the park will not be used fully. Reduced park use, in 
turn, invites crime in the park and to adjacent property 
owners. Low park use also reduces property values.
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Converting Suburban Strips to 
Traditional Village Centers   

The conversion of  a strip to a village center starts with taking 
critical corners and placing urban buildings there.  These new 
buildings help size and shape the importance of  the corner and 
the corridor. In time, well placed buildings are joined together to 
create vertical walls that provide character and community. This 
works in small scale hamlets to larger scale shopping districts. 
Illustrations here show how the new visual qualities help dampen 
traffic speeds. Buildings start the critical process of  “enclosing” 
streets, giving them a feel of  “place” and importance.  The 
two photos below illustrate the importance of  architecture 
and town form to controlling the speed of  roadways. There 
is little more than engineers can do in the left panel to control 
speed. Meanwhile, careful, thoughtful, placement of  buildings 
and placemaking brings speeds, and therefore development 
opportunities alive.

Below Image:  Shown to the 
right is a correctly assembled urban 
block, to the left a conventional 
suburban block. Note how the 
left (suburban strip) image is 
unappealing for walking (or even 
driving), and hastens motorists 
through a space. This increases 
the potential for speeding. Thus, 
poorly designed buildings and block 
patterns impact business life and 
people multiple ways . Correctly 
designed and placed urban form is 
necessary to help heal downtowns 
or other places where people are 
to spend time and money. Unless 
a town or county code calls for an 
urban form, do not expect such 
development. It costs more, but 
it produces more. Urban mixed 
use development typically yields 
$25-60/square foot, while single 
use commercial zoning built to sub-
urban models yields only $5-15/
square foot.
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There are ample opportunities to study winter cities like 
Basalt, Boise, Telluride, Manitou Springs and Grand 
Junction. Converting from large open parking lot strips 
to more attractive, “Eco-Villages” comprised of mixed 
use centers, requires attention to many town making 
details, such as significantly increased on-street parking, 
commercial parking garages that are attractive, plazas, 
wide sidewalks and narrow street sections, noise control, 
quality aesthetics.

From Strips to Eco-Village Centers

Vancouver,	B.C.	area	Canadians	focused	on	sustainability	
have	coined	a	term	for	building	neighborhoods	that	pull	
people	together	into	sustainable	and	more	proseperous	
land	forms.	These	same	concepts	can	be	applied	to	many	
places.	

In	these	new	villages	and	in	historic	walkable	
communities,	parks,	plazas	and	open	spaces	are	ideally	
positioned	within	600	to	700	feet	of	every	house.	The	
vision	map	for	downtown	San	Luis	Obispo,	California	
(shown	to	the	left)	illustrates	how	carefully	this	must	be	
thought	through.			

Meanwhile,	car-focused	strip	centers	can	be	converted	into	
walkable	villages.	By	keeping	block	perimeters	between	
1,200	to	1,600	feet,	people	will	be	provided	good	places	to	
live,	shop,	play	and	work,	and	have	many	choices	of	ways	
to	walk	to	favorite	destinations.	Great	winter	towns,	such	
as	Crested	Butte	(below)	or		Boulder,	Colorado,	(bottom	
photos)	have	featured	their	main	streets	to	make	them	
attractive,	compelling	and	interesting	places	that	people	
want	to	return	to	time	after	time.	People	are	drawn	long	
distances	toward	beauty.	Towns	can	apply	these	principles,	
as	well.	The	pattern	is	really	a	return	to	the	past,	when	all	
towns	were	designed	for	the	human	eye	and	around	the	
human	foot.		The	focus	on	building	our	towns	for	cars	
included	stripping	away	the	charm	and	attraction	of	our	
buildings,	setting	buildings	back	to	make	our	drive	home	
to	the	suburbs	less	appealing.		This	was	a	conscious	effort	
to	eliminate	walking	and	make	driving	the	favored	option.	
It	worked.	Reversing	this	approach	will	also	work.

Crested	Butte,	Colorado

Boise,	IdahoBasalt,	Colorado
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Snow and Snow Removal  

People often get hung up discussing problems with snow storage and removal, versus emphasizing 
opportunities for placemaking.  It is important to address how towns and cities can benefit from 
winter festivals, and not get overly troubled by the need to master better ways to addrsess snow 
removal.  That said, walkability is achieved by paying close attention to snow storage and removal details. Extra design 
must be built in to accommodate a variety of  people (residents and tourists) seeking the winter experience. A special focus 
on keeping trails and walkways open and accessible year round is fundamental. This will become even more important and 
challenging with an aging society. This won’t be easy, but it must be done.

When residents, and especially children, are required to turn to street 
walking in harsh winter conditions, walkability can be expected to drop 
significantly. Winter brings on problems with low light and low visibility 
as well.

Winter cities must learn to deal with large snow loads. This requires 
the purchase, operation and maintenance of specialized equipment to 
keep walking pathways open. Snow removal for pedestrians should be 
maintained at the same levels and care as provided to motorists.

Residents should expect that transit and school walking trips 
will be given the first priority for snow removal. Meanwhile, 
close collaboration and cooperation between state,  and town 
snow removal teams is needed so that snow is not simply 
moved from the street to the recently plowed walkway or trail 
openings, back to the street and back to the walkway again. 

Other snow cities, such as Keene, New Hampshire and 
Hamburg, New York have established practices that work 
under their extreme snow loads. Officials should study 
practices in these cities, as well as other walkable extreme 
snow cities, such as in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and 
Finland.
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Parking

Principles:   The retail life of  a town center is supported best 
by having sufficient on-street parking. Many towns fail to use 
their streets wisely. They induce speeding by having too much 
space for vehiclular flow, and not enough for car storage. 

On-street parking only takes one third as much land as off  
street parking. On-street parking belongs on center city streets, 
serving as a buffer to moving cars and a natural traffic calming 
tool. When used in conjunction with curb extensions (bump 
outs) and tree wells, parking is said to be inset, narrowing 
streets, making pedestrian crossings easier, more comfortable 
and safe. With Fenton’s already narrow walkways, this will be a 
valuable tool.

In time, to achieve compact town center form, where more 
people can live and help activate the town center, it will be 
necessary to move away from most off-street parking. Once 
a full and vibrant retail life is achieved, each parking space 
becomes worth $200,000 per year. Thus, attention to using 
town center streets to maximize convenient parking, is urgent 
and paramont.

 All town center streets need ground cover and tree cover-
age. Ample use of  tree wells, typically clustered in crossing 
locations (curb extensions), and in other locations, help green 
the streets and bring the town center alive.

The following list of  proposed next steps comes from the as-
sessment and the feedback received on site:

 Consider reinvestments that add, strengthen and make 
parking more attractive; that reduce crossing distances for 
people by tightening corners through use of  curb extensions 
(bump outs); and by greening streets with attractive tree wells, 
ground cover, and potted plants. 

 Images presented to the right convey the beauty and chal-
lenge of  greening principle streets. Work to improve all streets 
in the downtown must feature  the most central streets.

Modern streetscaping creates a town identity. The 
civic heart must be captivating and rewarding.   
Note:  Photos on this page are front-in angled 
parking found in Livermore, California. For many 
reasons (available space is one) back-in angled 
parking is preferred. Back-in parking has many 
advantages, and is shown and more completely 
described on the following 4-5 pages.
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 If  back-in angled parking is used (highly 
recommended) the entire curb to curb dimen-
sion can be 54-56’. When back-in angled parking 
is used lane widths can be much narrower, since 
back out “discovery time” is not needed. Also, 
the back end of  vehicles have more overhang, so 
less space is used.

 Parking bay depths should be 15 feet. An 
added two foot of  space is picked up when val-
ley gutters are used (highly recommended). See 
valley gutter in photos.

 Keep travel lanes to a combined with of  
20-22 feet. A center line is not used.  This tight 
driving space helps keep speeds low, which re-
duces the chance of  vehicle crashes.

There are multiple benefits to back-in angled parking.  
Back-in is the safest way to park a vehicle. Back-in 
increases the “yield” of  how much on street parking 
can be used (from 30 to 110 percent). Back-in on-street 
parking maximizes use of  adjacent land, since off-street 
parking takes up three times as much space as on-street. 
Back in parking is easier than parallel parking, it 
places the trunk where it is safe to access, it takes up 
less road space (adjacent lanes can be 11 feet wide).
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With front-in angled parking many communities max 
out their parking gain by using 60 degrees. With back 
-in angled parking the “yield” is reduced some when 
a 45 degree angle is used. Either angle is possible, but 
with back-in 45 degrees is more common, since it is 
easier to park
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Left side. Keep sidewalks wide and comfortable. 
Back-in parking allows cars to overhang more 
than front angle parking, so set all fixtures 
(lamps, hydrants, signs, trees) 24-30 inches 
from the edge of  curb.  Note in the upper left 
the use of  a different texture to depict the fur-
niture zone.  Right side. Note use of  a valley 
gutter to add more parking space.  

It is generally recommended that parking bays 
be no more than fifteen feet deep (perpendicu-
lar measurement). With a 2-foot wide valley 
gutter, bringing the full depth to 17 feet, all 
conventional and many oversize vehicles fit in 
this space.  Omit center lane lines when using 
on street parking. This allows motorists to go 
around a car in the process of  parking, when 
there is no opposing traffic. Removal of  center 
lane lines has been shown to reduce traffic 
speeds and crashes.
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Lower Michigan’s building-to-building right-of-way is too 
tight to plant trees in sidewalk areas. Use of in-street tree 
wells can allow the street to be “greened” and often without 
removal of parking.  Tree wells can either be installed to 
allow water to flow naturally in existing channels, or, if a 
complete reconstruction is needed, to insert drainage in a 
pattern that supports these green innovations.  Tree wells are 
used on many local streets, but can also be used, along with 
curb extensions on roads like SR 70 and SR 17, in Florida.  
A number of state roads apply tree wells in a variety of states 
and provinces (including snow country, such as Boise, Idaho 
and Columbus, Ohio) in urban areas.  Use of tree wells and 
curb extensions, in combination, help bring speeds to more 
appropriate urban levels. 

Tree Wells


